
Release Notes 
 

For the versions 2.3 of Annexes A and C to WIPO Standard ST.36 
(Published on March 25, 2010) 

 
 

 
Annexes A (xx-patent-document.dtd) and C (ICEs) to WIPO Standard ST.36 were updated 
to reflect the agreements regarding PFRs ST.36/2009/005 Rev.1 and ST.36/2009/006 Rev.1 
by the ST.36 Task Force until February 28, 2010, and the correction of obvious errors in 
Annex C. 
 
Further information on the adopted PFRs is available at 
http://www.wipo.int/scit/en/taskfrce/st36/pfr-already-adopted.html.  
 
 
 

1. Summary of PFRs  
 
The two adopted PFRs can be summarized as follows: 
 
a. PFR ST.36/2009/005 Rev.1 
 
The PFR was submitted to enable applicants to use digital libraries for priority documents 
in patent filing processes.  The following modifications had been adopted: 
 modify the priority-claim element to add a new element priority-doc-from-library as 

its child; and 
 modify the request element to add a new element store-in-digital-library as its child.  

 
 
b. PFR ST.36/2009/006 Rev.1 

 
The PFR was submitted to reflect the fee sheet updates to allow a payment contact e-mail 
address to be specified and to add credit card to the list of payment modes.   The following 
modifications had been adopted: 
 modify the fee-sheet element to add a new element payment-contact as its child; and 
 modify the payment-mode element to add an existing element credit-card as its 

child.  
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2. Summary of revision of Annexes A and C  
 
a. Revision of Annex A  

 
Annex A was revised to reflect the following agreements regarding modification of the 
priority-claim element to add a new element priority-doc-from-library as its child (PFRs 
ST.36/2009/005 Rev.1). 
 
The following modifications in the adopted PFRs ST.36/2009/005 and ST.36/2009/006 do 
not impact Annex A: 

 modification of the request element to add a new element store-in-digital-library as 
its child (PFRs ST.36/2009/005 Rev.1); 

 modification of the fee-sheet element to add a new element payment-contact as its 
child (PFRs ST.36/2009/006 Rev.1); and 

 modification of the payment-mode element to add an existing element credit-card 
as its child (PFRs ST.36/2009/006 Rev.1). 

 
 
b. Revision of Annex C  

 
Annex C was revised to reflect all agreements regarding PFRs ST.36/2009/005 Rev.1 and 
ST.36/2009/006 Rev.1 described above. 
 
In addition, Annex C was also revised to correct obvious errors as follows:  
 

- The element "amend-statement" is not used in xx-patent-document.dtd, however, 
in the current ICEs, version 2.2, the xx-patent-document.dtd is in the column “In 
DTD” for the element.  Thus the xx-patent-document.dtd should be removed from 
the column. 

- “Fees” should be added in the "Category" column for the element "payment-
contact". 

- "wo-notification" should be added in the “In DTD” column for the element 
"email". 

- "restoration-fee" should be added in the "Used By" column for the element 
"payment-mode" 

 
Further information of the changes made to Annex C is available in the attached tables.  It 
is noted that new elements or texts are in bold. 

 
 
 

[Tables follow] 
 
 



Table of Revised ICEs  
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[End of document] 
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